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CREATE
PROMOTIONS
WITH

100% RESPONSIVE DESIGN

The design of the Easypromos campaigns is 100% responsive
and will always adapt to the screen resolution of the device.
The Design Template will enable you to create a design that is
mobile optimized, responsive, ﬂexible and highly customizable,
and that requires no programming knowledge.
This guide explains the structure of the Design Template, its
diﬀerent elements, as well as the speciﬁcation of the diﬀerent
images you can use to customize the template.
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3. Container image
4. Viral image
5. Quiz answer images
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7. Photofun and Scene images
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1

STRUCTURE OF THE DESIGN TEMPLATE

The same structure applies to all pages of the promotion (in both mobile and desktop
versions) and presents the following elements:

1
2
3
4

Header (ﬁxed height of 36px, always visible)
Background
Main container: you’ll ﬁnd the contents (text, images, buttons) of each page
inside this container.
Footer (ﬁxed height of 50px, always visible)

HEADER · Fixed height · Dark / Light · 36 px

Background
You can configure:

SHARE

1

Color
Image (customized or template)
Pattern

2

MAIN CONTAINER

You can configure:
Opacity
Style: Dark/Light (*)
Position
Height (configurable by page)
Width (configurable by page)

3

4
PAGE FOOTER · Dark / Light · 50 px

ORGANIZED BY
TERMS

POLICY

COOKIES

(*) Applies to the opacity of the transparency mask, the header color and the footer color.

Below, we outline the speciﬁcations of the diﬀerent elements of the template.
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BACKGROUND

The same background will be used for all the promotion pages. The background can be
customized with the following options:

1

2

3

Image

Pattern

Single solid color.
RGB. Hexadecimal colors.

Upload your own image.
Maximum wide: 1800px

Upload a 200x200px image
with a border pattern, for
background with repeated
patterns.

Color

Visual representation:

TIPS!
Design a background that illustrates and embellishes your promotion, but you
should never use it to provide important information to users because when
viewed from some devices the whole background may not be shown and
information may be lost.

Examples: Don’t post logos, texts, advertising or information that you want users
to read.
Tip: The platform includes a full-screen feature that automatically adapts the
image to the screen space available. It works like magic and always looks great!
Design the promotion background so that it presents a visual contrast with the other
elements of the template (colors, fonts and container image), and choose a color
combination that makes is easy for users to read the promotion texts.

Tip: You can also play with the level of opacity of the container to achieve a
perfect visual balance between the background and the other elements of
the template.

3
MAIN CONTAINER IMAGE
The main container can always contain an image (or video). This is called the container
header image. This image may be diﬀerent for each page.
The image will be displayed in its original size up to a maximum width of 1000px.
Bigger sizes will be automatically scaled to a width of 1000px.
The container image can be positioned in either of these two layouts (conﬁgurable
layouts for each page):

1

2

Column

Columns

ENTER

ENTER

RECOMMENDED SPECIFICATIONS:
Is this your ﬁrst promotion and you’re not sure where to start? Design an image with the
following speciﬁcations and upload it as a header image for all pages:
Size: 200 x 200px
Format: PNG with transparent background

200px wide
200px high

TIPS!
When designing the image, think about which container layout (1 column or
2 columns) you want to use. Depending on the ﬁnal design, use either a
horizontal or vertical orientation.
You can upload a diﬀerent container header image for each page of the
promotion (Welcome, Quiz questions, Registration Form, Thank You, Winners,
Gallery and Ranking).

Use transparencies for your images to achieve greater background integration.

The header image is ideal to include the logo of your company, brand or campaign.

You can also use a video instead of an image. This is ideal to present a video on the
Landing Page or to end the promotion with a video on the Thank You Page.

SOME THINGS TO CONSIDER
In a Quiz with personalized messages, the image on the Thank you page will be
replaced by the image of the personalized message.

4
VIRAL IMAGE

630px high

Size: 1200px wide x 630px high
Location: This is the image that will be displayed when
the promotion is shared.

SHARE ON FACEBOOK

PUBLISH ON FACEBOOK

1200px wide

5
QUIZ ANSWER IMAGES
(Quizzes, Multiple Choice Tests, Surveys, Pools & Prod. Reccomender)
The questionnaire system enables you to create a page with questions and answers.
Each question can be accompanied by an image that corresponds to the header
image of the container.
Here are two recommendations for designing the images to accompany the answers:

1. All answer images should be the same size.
2. Make all the images 400px wide. The system will scale them automatically.

QUESTION 1

1|2|3

6

GAMES IMAGES
6.1 Puzzle

800px high

Puzzle image: 800x800px

800px wide

6.2 Memory
Card images: 250x250px
Background: 250x250px
250px wide

250px high

250px high

250px wide

6.3 Match It
Card images: 250x250px
Background: 800x800px
800px wide
800px high

250px high

250px wide

6.4 Hidden objects
Game image: 800x800px
800px high

800px wide

6.5 Minesweeper

250px high

250px wide

250px high

Mine icon: 250x250px
Fkag icon: 250x250px
250px wide

6.7 Slide & Match
Icon image: 100x100px
(Up to 5 diﬀerent icons)
100px high

100px wide

6.7 Other Game images
Instructions image: 800x800px
800px high

800px wide

INSTRUCTIONS:

START GAME

7
PHOTOFUN AND SCENES IMAGES
7.1 Customized frames
Recommendations:
Image format: .Png with transparency format.
The ﬁle name will be displayed as the frame’s public name.
Frame size:
A) Square (800x800px)
B) Post (1200x630px)
C) Stories (1127x2008px)

630px high

800px high

800px wide

1200px wide

A)

2008px high

1127px wide

B)
FRAMES

CANCEL

FRAMES

ACCEPT

CANCEL

C)
FRAMES

CANCEL

ACCEPT

ACCEPT

7.2 Customized Stickers
Recommendations:
Image format: .Png with transparency format.
The ﬁle name will be displayed as the sticker’s public name.
Sticker size: 450x450px
450px high

450px wide

STICKERS

CANCEL

ACCEPT

8

IMAGES FOR INSTANT PRIZES
8.1 Spin the Wheel

300px wide

300px high

Segment image: The size depends
on the number of segments on the wheel. A PNG
template is provided in the Editor that can be used
as a guide.

Example of template to design the segment image.

1200px high

Background images: 1600x1200px
Logo: 300x300px in .png format (circle).
1600px wide

8.2 Scratch & Win
Image screen 1: 600x600px
Image screen 2: 600x600px

IMAGE SCREEN
1

IMAGE SCREEN
2

PRIZE

600px wide

600px high

600px high

600px wide

8.3 Reveal & Win
Item images: 120x120px
Background images: 600x600px

INSTRUCTIONS:

START

600px wide

600px high

120px wide

120px high

Instructions image: maximum wide 400px

400px wide

8.4 Instant Win / Distribute Coupon Codes / Check-in
Recommendations:
Image format: .Png with transparency format, video or GIF
(just like the container header image on the
other pages of the promotion).

200px wide

200px high

Size: 200 x 200px.
The image will be displayed in its original size up to a
maximum width of 810px. Bigger images will be scaled
automatically to a width of 810px.

9
MULTI-STAGE PROMOTIONS IMAGES
Logo: 200x200px
Stage image
The speciﬁcations of the image will depend on the proportion selected:
A) Square (500x500px)
B) Lanscape (1200x630px)
1200px wide

720px high

630px high

500px wide

500px high

D) Descriptive content (1080x1920px)

A)

B)

C)

D)

1080px wide
1920px high

480px wide

C) Portrait (480x720px)
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IMAGES FOR TOURNAMENT BRACKET

400px high

400px wide

Candidate image with text: 400x400px
Candidate image without text: 200x100px

100px wide
200px high

Candidates image:

Brackets background image:
2000px width, variable height depending on the design
of the Tournament (speciﬁed in the Editor itself depending
on each case).

2000px wide

Stage image (displayed on voting page):
500×500px

500px high

500px wide

VS

Candidates image (200x100px or 400x400px)
+ Brackets background image.

Candidates images displayed
on voting page.

Round

Satge image (500x500px).
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PROMOTIONS GROUPS IMAGES

1

Header image
200px high

Recommended size: 200 x 200px
Function: Imagen representing Promotions Group.

200px wide

2

Presentation image for each promotion
245px high

Size: 300 x 245px
Function: Image representing each individual
promotion within the Promotions Group.

300px wide

3

Size: 1200 x 630px
Function: Image displayed when the
Promotions Group is shared.

630px high

Viral image of the group
1200px wide

SOME THINGS TO CONSIDER
The background and the main container will be the same as those deﬁned in the
main promotion of the group.
To use the Design Template for the Promotions Group, the main promotion must
also use this template.

ANNEX

Examples of each page
of the promotion
easypromosapp.com

1

LANDING PAGE

Light style. Container aligned to the left, with 100% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style positioned to the left.

Light style. Containter aligned to the right, with 70% opacity and full height.
Background image with Full Screen Style.

Dark style. Container center-aligned, with 80% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.

Light style. Container center-aligned, with 70% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.

2

REGISTRATION FORM

Light style. Container aligned to the left, with a width of 50%. One column.
80% opacity.

Light style. Container aligned to the right, with a width of 40%. One column.
70% opacity. Background image with Full Screen image.

3
GAMES
3.1 Puzzle

Dark style. Game theme black. Container center-aligned with 90% opacity.
Background image with Full Screen style.

3.2 Memory

Light style. Game theme dark. Container center-aligned with 90% opacity.
Background image with Full Screen style.

3.3 Slide & Match

Light style. Container center-aligned with100% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style. The game components are PNG with
transparent background.

3.4 Multi-game

Dark style. Container center-aligned with 0% opacity. Stage distribution page
with landscape format with a width of 80%.

3.5 Ranking

Dark style. Container center-aligned with 90% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.

4
INSTANT PRIZES
4.1 Spin the Wheel

Dark style. Container center-aligned with 60% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.

4.2 Scratch & Win

A

B

Light style. Container center-aligned with 0% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.
Image A: Scratch a determined area to reveal the prize.
Image B: Scratch the entire image to reveal the prize.

4.3 Reveal & Win

Find 3 of a kind.You have 5 attempts.

Light style. Container center-aligned with 60% opacity and adaptative height.
Background image with Full Screen style.
Prizes to reveal: 3 Items on the grid: 9 (3x3) Number of attempts per game: 5

4.4 Instant Win / Distribute Coupon Codes / Check-in

Dark stile. Container center-aligned with 70% opacity and adaptative height.
Check-in image with an animated Gif.

5
THANK YOU PAGE
5.1 Final generic Thank You Page

Light style. Container aligned to the left, with a widht of 40%. One column.
The image is a transparent PNG. 80% opacity. Background image in Full Screen style.

5.2 Final message of Instant Win promotion:

Dark style. Container center-aligned with 40% opacity. Prize pop-up with black background color
with slight opacity

5.3 Final message page in Quiz promotion:

Light style. Container left-aligned with 40% opacity. One column.
Background image with 100% opacity.

5.4 Final page with Coupon

Light style. Container left-aligned with 50% opacity.
Prize pop-up with black background color with slight opacity.

6

PARTICIPATIONS GALLERY

Light style. Container center-aligned with a width of 70%. One column. 0% opacity.
Participations Gallery in tiled-gallery format. Solid color background.

7
QUIZ

Light style. Quiz with image accompanying each question. One column. Answers without images.
Container center-aligned with a widht of 70%. 40% opacity.

Dark style. Quiz with image accompanying each question. Two columns. Answers without images.
Container center-aligned with a width of 50%.

Dark style. Quiz with image accompanying each question. Answers accompanied by videos.
Container center-aligned with a width of 50%. 70% opacity. Background image in Full Screen style.

Light style. Quiz with question unaccompanied by an image. Answers buttons accompanied by images.
Container center-aligned with a widht of 50%. 80% opacity.

8

PHOTOFUN & SCENES
8.1 PhotoFun

Light style. Container with 60% opacity. Background image with Full Screen style.

8.2 Scenes

Dark style. Container with 100% opacity. Background image with Full screen style.

9
PROMOTIONS GROUPS

The container design and background will depend on the design of the main promotion
of the Group.

10

MULTI-STAGE PROMOTIONS
10.1 Prize calendar

Dark style. Container center-aligned with 20% opacity.
Square styled windows and PNG image. Container width 50%

10.2 Descriptive content

Descriptive content screen. The “continue” button redirects to an external URL.
Customized color.

10.3 Multimedia gallery

Light style. Container with 0% opacity. Background image with Full Screen style.
Cover enabled.

10.4 Multi-Game

Light style. Container center-aligned with 90% opacity.
Square styled windows and PNG image. Container width 70%

10.4 Tournament Bracket

Voting page. Light style with 0% opacity.
Background image with Full Screen image at 100% opacity.

Bracket. 16 participants. Candidates view: The image and the full name.
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